VoIP Phone snom 360

1. PC headset support

DESCRIPTION
snom 360 does not support PC headset which is wrongly stated in some documents and on the snom 360 packing box.

Software version: All
Serial number: 000413230040 – 0004132313C8

Workarounds:
None.

Planned fixes:
None.

2. Ethernet cable insertion

DESCRIPTION
If the Ethernet cable is inserted while the phone is running, then in some cases phone hangs up (ESD problem) and remains in “Ethernet cable unplugged” state.

Software version: All
Serial number: 000413230040 – 000413232750

Workarounds:
Make sure all cables are connected before powering up the phone. If the phone is already hang up then do power reboot.

Planned fixes:
Next hardware revision